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Quick Guide 

Device Pairing 
This Quick Guide is designed to provide a simple reminder on how to pair a Trigger Device with a Slave 
Device. Please refer to the PAMS Mobile App Guide for full instructions. 

Please ensure units are fully charged prior to pairing. 

CONFIGURE SLAVE DEVICE(S) FOR PAIRING 

1. Install the Slave Device onto the gate structure hand winch.  

2. Press the Slave Device OFF button press the ON button for several seconds to turn the unit on. 

3. Ensure that both the actual gate position in the field and the gate position shown on the Device are in the opposite 
location to that of the intended incoming command from the Trigger Device 

Example #1:  If the gate is to CLOSE when activated via the Trigger Device, then both the gate and the Slave 
Device must both be in the OPEN position. 

Example #2: If the gate is to OPEN then CLOSE when activated via the Trigger Device, then both the gate and 
the Slave Device must both be in the CLOSED position. 

4. Forward through to the CONTROL menu screen. Check to see that 
the Slave Device has adequate signal strength. A value of S8 or 
greater is recommended.  

5. Leave the Slave Device on the CONTROL SCREEN and allow it to go 
into sleep mode. This will happen automatically after a minute or two 
of inactivity. DO NOT TURN THE DEVICE OFF. 

CONFIGURE TRIGGER DEVICE FOR PAIRING 

1. Selecting the Trigger Device from the PAMS App Dashboard, tap the green Trigger bar and ensure the required Slave 
Devices are paired with the Trigger Device. If not, pair the Slave Devices as required. 

2. While on the Trigger screen, check the correct action and duration is programmed for each of the Slave Devices. If not, 
delete the old action(s) and reprogram as required. 

FINAL CHECKS 

 Slave Devices and Trigger Device are in sleep mode. 

Paired Devices “slide switch” icon is turned ON (green) on the Trigger Device trigger screen. 

“Notifications” are turned ON for the Padman Automation App in the mobile phone/device settings.  

All devices have network signal. 

 


